The following is a transcript of unspoken thoughts experienced by a Sarah Sarahou (’17) transcribed by her and submitted to the Hare Today this past weekend.

Sarah: “okay, Sarah, you know what you need to do. You have to email your professor (yes, the one who scares you the most) and ask him to advise your thesis.

Sarah’s Conscience: “Ummmm…what? Are you sure you want to ask him to advise your thesis if you are so scared of him? And if you actually want that, should you ask him over an email?”

Sarah: “You raise a good point. I have to work basically three-quarters of a year with this guy, I don’t know if I can take that stare that just tells me I’m so wrong about something it is not even worth correcting.”

Sarah’s Conscience: “I’m just messing with you. He’s an expert in his field and will write some sweet rec letters for grad school. You need to calm down.”

Sarah: “(chuckles) yeah, you’re right….wait, what was it you said about now asking him over email?”

Sarah’s Conscience: “hey, I know you are about to have a freak out so I’m not going to tell you because I was just kidding.”

Sarah: “Tell me…”

Sarah’s Conscience: “Absolutely not…I remember what happened in November of your senior year.”

Sarah: “…what happened in November of my senior year?”

Sarah’s Conscience: “****…shouldn’t have said that.”

Sarah: “No…now you have to tell me…”

Sarah’s Conscience: “I’m out…see you next weekend.”

Sarah: “You can’t leave! I need you for my Gen-Ed paper!”

Sarah’s Conscience: “lol no you don’t.”
Pre-Frosh Misses Visitas By One Week

Pre-Frosh Josh McJoshaldson was slightly confused when he arrived in Cambridge on Friday. “You know, I really thought there would be more people buzzing about Visitas. I decided it would be taboo to talk about it, I didn’t want to be ‘that guy’, so I just walked around and started talking to people who looked like students.” Mr. McJoshaldson is from a small Midwestern town and attributes his openness to talking to strangers to his Midwestern upbringing. “I guess it’s kind of my go-to thing, whenever I feel uncomfortable, I just start talking to people.”

Mr. McJoshaldson was not disappointed in his Visitas weekend. “I really learned a lot from students who were talking to me as if I were a student. Actually, I think I had a better Visitas weekend than those who came officially.” Mr. McJoshaldson didn’t comment on where he stayed, but he did mention making a lot of friends normally beyond the scope of the Harvard experience. “Harvard is all about opening doors and meeting new people. I had a great opportunity to meet a lot of great new people, both affiliated and unaffiliated with the University.”

MYSTERY QUOTE:
“Education without values, as useful as it is, seems rather to make man a more clever devil.”

CARTOON

SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE!